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Periodi boundary onditions have not a unique implementation in magneti systems where all
spins interat with eah other through a power law deaying interation of the form 1/rα, r being
the distane between spins. In this work we present a omparative study of the nite size eets
oberved in numerial simulations by using rst image onvention and full innite of periodi bound-
ary onditions in one and two-dimensional spin systems with those type of interations, inluding
the ferromagneti, antiferromagneti and ompetitive interations ases. Our results show no sig-
niative dierenes between the nite size eets produed by both types of boundary onditions
when the low temperature phase has zero global magnetization, while it depends on the ratio α/d
for systems with a low temperature ferromagneti phase. In the last ase the rst image onvention
gives muh more stronger nite size eets than the other when the system enters into the lassial
regime α/d ≤ 3/2.
PACS numbers: 05.10.Ln,05.50.+q, 75.10.Hk
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I. INTRODUCTION
Boundary onditions are a entral issue in almost every statistial mehanis alulation. In partiular, periodi
boundary onditions are the usual way of diminishing nite size border eets in translationally invariant systems.
This point is of speial importane in numerial simulations, where an appropriated handling of nite size eets
may determine ompletely the quality of the results. While both the interpretation and implementation of periodi
boundary onditions are straigthforward in systems with short range mirosopi interations, their usage in systems
with long-range interations is not so easy, with several subtleties to take into aount. In this work we will onsider
magneti systems where the iterations between pairs of spins deay as 1/rα, r being the distane between spins and
α > 0 (this inludes, among the most onspiuous examples, Coulomb and dipolar interations). Then, every spin
interats with any other spin in the system, with a slow deaying distane-dependent intensity. Finite size eets
are muh more stronger in these kind of systems than in systems with short range interations, beause every spin
feels diretly the inuene of the border. Hene, boundary onditions are a topi of entral importane in numerial
simulations of these kind of systems.
Spin systems with the above type of interations may present a very rih phenomenology, even in one dimension,
and have attrated a lot of attention in the last years, both beause its appliations to ultrathin magneti lms
systems[1℄-[4℄, glassy systems [5℄ and to the study of statistial mehanis fundamentals[6℄-[13℄, among many others.
There are two alternative representations of a nite system with periodi boundary onditions. Let us think on
a spin system dened on a hyperubi d-dimensional lattie with N = Ld sites. On one hand, we an visualize the
system as a d-torus (losed ring in d = 1; torus in d = 2, et.), where a given spin interats with its loser neighbors
dened by the topology of the d-torus, up to a ertain range of interation. On the other hand, we an think that
we have an innite system, where the original nite system has been repliated innite times in all the oordinate
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2diretions. In other words, we an think that the innite lattie has been partitioned into ells of size N = Ld and
that we have hosen only the periodi solutions of the problem, with periodiity L in all the oordinate diretions.
While the dierene between both views is just a matter of interpretation for systems with short-range interations,
the situation hanges for long-range interating systems. Aording to the seond sheme, a given spin will interat
with innite replias of everyone of the rest of the spins and we an express the eetive interation between two
spins inside the system as an innite sum over replias (this inludes a self-interation term, that aounts for the
interation of every spin with its own replias). We will all these innite periodi boundary onditions (IPBC). On
the other hand, in the losed topology of the rst sheme it is onsistent to onsider that every pair of spins inside the
system interats only through its minimal distane over the hypertorus. This orresponds to the minimal trunation
of the innite series of the previous sheme and it is sometimes alled the rst image onvention; we will refer to it
as rst image periodi boundary onditions (FIPBC). While both type of boundary onditions give the same result in
the thermodynami limit L→∞, they are learly dierent for nite systems.
Now, the question is how good are both type of boundary onditions to wipe out nite size eets in systems of
moderate sizes, suh as those available in pratial numerial alulations? This is of partiular interest, onsidering
that the numerial simulations are muh more ostly than in the ase of short range interations (the omputational
omplexity of the algorithms is typially O(N2)). Although both IPBC and FIPBC have been used in several works,
inluding both numerial[1℄-[6℄[9℄ and analytial[10, 12℄ alulations, to the best of our knowledge the only omparison
of its relative eieny in magneti systems was reported in an old work by Kretshmer and Binder [18℄, in the ase
of dipolar interations in a three-dimensional system. In that work the authors observed a very poor performane
of the FIPBC ompared to the IPBC when the system exhibits a ferromagneti phase. Sine then, several authors
assumed this result as a general rule, independent of the dimension d, the range of the interations (i.e., of the
exponent α) and the symmetry of the low temperature phase. In this work we ompare the relative eieny of both
type of boundary onditions by onsidering the equilibrium ritial behaviour of ferromagneti, antiferromagneti and
ompeting interations in d = 1 and d = 2 and for dierent values of the exponent α, using a single spin-ip Monte
Carlo algorithm (Metropolis).
While the implementation of the FIPBC is straightforward, the implementation of the IPBC is muh more um-
bersome and needs are, beause the innite series for the eetive interations are usually slowly onvergent. This
is another reason for studying its relative eieny. The usual way of handling numerially the IPBC in d = 2 and
d = 3 is to adapt the Ewald sums tehnique, originally derived for systems of interating harged partiles[19, 20℄,
to magneti models[1, 18℄. In setion II we ompare the ritial temperature of one dimensional Ising models with
ferromagneti, antiferromagneti and ompeting interations, for dierent system sizes and 1 < α < 2 using FIPBC
and IPBC. In this ase we introdue a numerial tehnique for implementing the IPBC that is easier to implement
in d = 1 for arbitrary values of α than the Ewald sums tehnique. We also analized the ritial behaviour of the
antiferromagneti model for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. In setion III we ompare the spei heat numerial results obtained around
the ritial region for ferromagneti long range interations with α = 3, and ompeting ferromagneti short range
interations with antiferromagneti (dipolar) long range interations, using the Ewald sums for the IPBC. A general
disussion of the results is presented in setion IV.
II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL ISING MODELS
We onsidered rst an Ising model of the type
H = −J0
∑
(i,j)
f(rij) SiSj Si = ±1 (1)
where the sum
∑
(i,j) runs over all distint pairs of sites (i, j) (i, j = 1, 2, . . .) in an innite hain; rij ≡ |i − j| is the
distane between sites and
f(r) =
{
1
rα
if r ≥ 1
0 if r = 0
(2)
This model presents a phase transition at a non-zero ritial temperature Tc(α) for 1 < α ≤ 2 [14, 15℄. In the
ferromagneti version, J0 > 0, the ritial temperature behaves asymptotially as kbTc/J0 ∼ 2ζ(α) ∼ 2/(1− α) when
α → 1+ [9, 17℄, where ζ(α) =
∑∞
n=0
1
nα
is the Riemann zeta funtion. When 1 < α ≤ 1.5 the ritial exponents
are lassial. The thermodynami limit in the ferromagneti model is not dened when 0 ≤ α < 1 and the system
presents non-extensive behaviour[6℄; however, with an appropriated regularization proedure it an be shown that
3the system still presents a phase transition where all the thermodynami funtions (not only the ritial exponents)
obey mean-eld behaviour[7, 10℄. These results generalize to ferromagneti models in arbitrary dimension d with
α = d + σ: the thermodynami limit is well dened for σ > 0. The ritial exponents are lassial for 0 < σ < d/2
and assume ontinuously varying values for d/2 ≤ σ ≤ 2. When σ > min(d, 2) the system exhibits short range ritial
behaviour[16℄.
In this setion we onsidered a nite hain with 1 < α ≤ 2; the nite size version of the Hamiltonian (1) is
H = −J0
∑
(i,j)
W (rij) SiSj Si = ±1 (3)
where now the sum
∑
(i,j) runs over all distint pairs of sites (i, j) (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , L) in a hain of lenght L, rij ≡
|i− j| = 0, 1 . . . L− 1 and W (rij) is the eetive interation between spins (i, j) resulting from the dierent types of
periodi boundary onditions.
The FIPBC eetive interation WF is then simply dened as
WF (r) = f (min[r, |r − L|]) (4)
while the IPBC eetive interation WI is dened as
WI(r) =
∑
n=0,±1,...
f(r + nL) =
1
Lα
∑
n=0,±1,...
1
|n+ r/L|α
for r = 1, 2, . . . L− 1 (5)
and
WI(0) =
∑
n=±1,±2,...
f(nL) =
1
Lα
∑
n=±1,±2,...
1
|n|α
= 2
ζ(α)
Lα
(6)
where n = ±1,±2, . . . ,±∞ numerates the innite replias of the system n = 0. Equation (5) is a slowly onvergent
series and annot be trunated in a straitforward way. In order to obtain a ontrollable approximation we rewrite
Eq.(5) as:
WI(r) =
1
rα
+
1
Lα
∑
n=±1,...,±∞
1
|n+ r/L|α
=
1
rα
+
1
Lα
[ ∑
n=±1,...,±m
1
|n+ r/L|α
+
∞∑
n=m+1
(
1
|n+ r/L|α
+
1
|n− r/L|α
)]
(7)
Sine r < L, for α > 1 and m≫ 1 we an approximate WI(r) ≈Wm(r) for r = 1, . . . , L− 1, where
Wm(r) =
1
rα
+
1
Lα
[ ∑
n=±1,...,±m
1
|n+ r/L|α
+ 2
∞∑
n=m+1
1
nα
]
=
1
rα
+
2ζ(α)
Lα
+
1
Lα
∑
n=±1,...,±m
(
1
|n+ r/L|α
−
1
|n|α
)
(8)
The nite approximationWm(r) an be alulated one for ever at the beginning of the simulation. In order to ontrol
the auray of the approximation, we an alulate the dierenes
∆Wm(r) ≡Wm+1(r)−Wm(r) =
1
Lα
[
1
|m+ 1 + r/L|α
+
1
|m+ 1− r/L|α
−
2
(m+ 1)α
]
. (9)
Noting that
4α IPBC L ∼ 100 Ref.[9℄
1.1 0.049 ± 0.003 0.0476168
1.2 0.092 ± 0.004 0.0922314
1.3 0.141 ± 0.005 0.136110
1.4 0.185 ± 0.005 0.181150
1.5 0.238 ± 0.006 0.229155
TABLE I: Inverse ritial temperature Kc = J0/Tc obtained with L ∼ 100 IPBC ompared with the best estimates from
Ref.[9℄
∆Wm(r) < ∆Wm(L) =
1
Lα
(
1
(m+ 2)α
+
2
mα
−
2
(m+ 1)α
)
we an estimate the error of the approximation by hoosing m suh that ∆Wm(L) < ǫ; sine for m≫ 1
∆Wm(L) =
1
Lα(m+ 1)α
[
α(α+ 1)
(m+ 1)2
+O
(
m−4
)]
we have
m >
(
α(α+ 2)
ǫLα
) 1
α+2
− 1
.
In all the simulations we hoose m suh that ǫ < 10−6 for every value of L and α.
We rst onsidered the ferromagneti ase J0 > 0 for 1 < α ≤ 2. We alulated the ritial temperature using both
FIPBC and IPBC by means of the so alled Binder umulant[22℄
UL ≡ 1−
〈
M4
〉
L
3 〈M2〉
2
L
where M is the order parameter (magnetization per spin). The ritial temperatures were estimateded as the point
of intersetion[22℄ of the urves UL′ , UL” vs. T (in what follows we hoose kB = 1), for pairs of values (L
′, L”) hosen
around some average L, with a dispersion around L of less than 10%. The results for boh type of boundary onditions
were alulated using the same single spin-ip Monte Carlo dynamis (Metropolis). The results are shown in Fig.1,
where the exat asymptoti behaviour when α → 1 is also shown for omparison. For α > 1.5 the results are very
similar, with an obtained dierene between both types of boundary onditions of less than 5% and dereasing when
α → 2. On the other hand, for α < 1.5 the dierene in performane inreases dramatially as α dereases. In table
I the results for the best estimate using IPBC for α ≤ 1.5 are ompared with the best estimates in the literature
obtained by Luijten and Blöte[9℄, using a speially designed blok Monte Carlo algorithm for ferromagneti systems
with long range interations[21℄ (IPBC are impliit in this algorithm) and hains of very large sizes (L = 150000).
While the IPBC gives a rather aurate result, even for a modest size of L ∼ 100 (see table I), the FIPBC with
L ∼ 1000 give an error that reahes around one order of magnitude for α = 1.02 (see Fig.1).
We next onsidered the antiferromagneti ase J0 < 0 for 1 < α ≤ 2 and system sizes L = 300, 500 and 1000 using
both type of boundary onditions, and for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 using FIPBC (IPBC annot be implemented in this ase). While
the ferromagneti version of this model has been extensively studied, to the best of our knowledge the only existing
results for the antiferromagneti ase for 1 < α ≤ 2 have been obtained by Romano (see Ref.[23℄ and referenes
therein). In partiular, no previous results are known for 0 < α ≤ 1, while the α = 0 ase has been exatly solved[24℄.
We found that the system presents a low temperature ordered antiferromagneti phase for every value of 0 < α ≤ 1
below a nite ritial temperature. At variane with the ferromagneti ase, the antiferromagneti model shows a
well dened thermodynami limit for 0 < α ≤ 1; this fat has also been observed in an antiferromagneti model with
long range interations dened in the hyperubi ell[26℄.
For this system the ritial temperature was estimated as the maximum in the staggered suseptibility, dened as
the utuations in the staggered magnetization. The results are shown in Fig.2. We see that both type of boundary
onditions give in this ase the same result (within the error bars) for every system size when 1 < α ≤ 2. The
results for L = 1000 are in good agreement with previous estimations[23℄ using IPBC for α = 2: Tc/|J0| ≈ 0.219, and
onverge to Tc = 0 for α→ 0, reproduing the exat solution[24℄.
5FIG. 1: Critial temperature Tc/J0 vs. α (kB = 1) for the one-dimensional ferromagneti model obtained with FIPBC and
IPBC for dierent values of L. The notation L ∼ indiates the average value of the pairs of values (L′, L”) used to alulate
the Binder umulant. In the inset it an be seen the same gure with a magnied vertial sale.
Finally, we onsidered an Ising model with ompeting short range ferromagneti interations and long range anti-
ferromagneti interations dened by the Hamiltonian
H = −J0
∑
<i,j>
SiSj + Jd
∑
(i,j)
f(rij) SiSj Si = ±1, (10)
where J0, Jd > 0, the sum
∑
<i,j> runs over nearest neighbor paris of spins and f(r) is given by Eq.(2). This is
a one dimensional generalization of a model for an ultrathin magneti lm with ompeting ferromagneti exhange
interations and dipolar interations that will be desribed in the next setion. The nite temperature phase diagram
of this model when 1 < α ≤ 2 is similar to the one orresponding to the two dimensional ase. At low temperatures it
presents dierent modulated phases (with zero global magnetization) of period 2h, depending on the ratio δ = J0/Jd,
with a nite ritial temperature Tc = Tc(α, δ). The period of the modulation inreases with δ, ranging from h = 1
(antiferromagneti) for low values of δ, up to the system size for very large values of δ, passing by all the possible
values ommensurable with the system lenght L. The alulation of the global phase diagram of this model is in
progress and the details will be published elsewhere.
For the omparison of the boundary onditions we hoose some representative values of α and δ; other values gave
similar results. The results are shown in table II. No signiative dierenes were observed between both type of
boundary onditions.
III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL ISING MODELS
In this setion we onsidered Ising models in a square lattie of L2 sites with interations that deay as 1/r3. IPBC
were implemented in this ase using the Ewald sums tehnique[1℄. We started with a Hamiltonian of the type (1) with
α = 3 and J0 > 0. The hoie of the vale α = 3 obeys two reasons: rst, it allows the usage of the Ewald sums for
the implementation of the IPBC and seond, beause of its lose relationship with dipolar interations. To perform
the omparison between boundary onditions we alulated in this ase the spei heat
6FIG. 2: Critial temperature Tc/|J0| vs. α (kB = 1) for the one-dimensional antiferromagneti model obtained with FIPBC
and IPBC for dierent values of L.
C(T ) =
1
NT 2
(〈
H2
〉
L
− 〈H〉
2
L
)
as a funtion of T for dierent system sizes L. In Fig.3 we show the spei heat alulations for both types of
boundary onditions for system sizes L = 24, 32, 48, 64 and 96. Although FIPBC display larger nite size eets for
small system sizes than the IPBC, both type of boundary onditions give similar results when L = 96, as an be
appreiated in Fig.4, where we ompare the results of FIPBC and IPBC for the smallest and the largest sytem sizes.
For L = 96 the urves obtained wiht both kind of boundary onditions show learly the emergeny of a disontinuous
shape, onsistently with the expeted lassial behaviour[9℄.
Finally we onsidered the two-dimensional version of Hamiltonian (10). This model represents an ultrathin magneti
lm where the axis of easy magnetization is oriented perpendiular to the plane of the lm[1℄. In this ase the rst term
in Hamiltonian (10) represents ferromagneti exhange interations while the seond represents dipolar interations.
The system presents a low temperature ordered phase below some ritial temperature Tc = Tc(δ), omposed by
ferromagneti stripes of width h = h(δ), so that spins belonging to adyaent stripes are antialigned. The overall
known features of the nite temperature phase diagram of this model are desribed in Refs.[2℄-[4℄. For the omparison
of the boundary onditions we hoose the value δ = 3, for whih the low temperature phase orresponds to an h = 4
striped phase, sine it is representative of the global behaviour for intermediate values of δ and was previously analized
in detail by Booth et al[3℄ using Monte Carlo with IPBC[25℄. The results are shown in Fig.5 for L = 24, 32. We see
that both types of boundary onditions give almost the same results even for rather small sizes, exept very near the
ritial point (left peak; see Ref.[3℄ for details) where the FIPBC give a little larger peak than the IPBC.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have ompared the nite size eets introdued by FIPBC and IPBC in one and two dimensional Ising models
with dierent types of long range interations. This allowed us to analize a large variety of situations of interest and
the inuene of dierent parameters. We have shown that, when the interations are suh that the system presents
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FIG. 3: Spei heat urves for the two-dimensional ferromagneti model with α = 3 obtained with (a) FIPBC and (b) IPBC
for dierent values of L.
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FIG. 4: Comparison between the spei heat urves for the two-dimensional ferromagneti model with α = 3 obtained with
FIPBC and IPBC.
8δ α Tc/Jd (FIPBC) Tc/Jd (IPBC)
0.5 1.2 0.076 ± 0.002 0.075 ± 0.002
0.5 1.4 0.060 ± 0.002 0.0625 ± 0.002
0.5 1.6 0.0575 ± 0.002 0.060 ± 0.002
0.5 1.8 0.0625 ± 0.002 0.0675 ± 0.002
0.9 1.2 0.0575 ± 0.002 0.058 ± 0.002
0.9 1.4 0.0625 ± 0.002 0.060 ± 0.002
0.9 1.6 0.061 ± 0.002 0.060 ± 0.002
0.9 1.8 0.065 ± 0.002 0.065 ± 0.002
1.3 1.2 0.077 ± 0.002 0.075 ± 0.002
1.3 1.4 0.073 ± 0.002 0.073 ± 0.002
1.3 1.6 0.074 ± 0.002 0.073 ± 0.002
1.3 1.8 0.0725 ± 0.002 0.073 ± 0.002
TABLE II: Critial temperature Tc/Jd for the one-dimensional model with ompetitive interations (10) obtained with FIPBC
and IPBC for dierent values of α and δ.
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C(
T)
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FIG. 5: Spei heat vs. T/Jd in the two dimensional model with ompeting interations (10) with δ = J0/Jd = 3.
a low temperature ordered phase with zero global magnetization the nite size eets produed by both types of
boundary onditions are almost the same. This an be understood if we onsider that, in this ase, the innite sums
in the loal elds alulations onverge fast and hene the nite size eets assoiated with the long range harater
of the interations are wiped out quikly; hene, the trunation assoiated with the FIPBC is enough to take it into
aount. A similar eet was observed by Kretshmer and Binder[18℄ in the antiferromagneti phase of the three
dimensional Ising model with nearest neighbor exhange interations and long range dipolar interations. On the
other hand, when the system presents low temperature ferromagneti ordering, large dierenes in the nite size
eets produed by the dierent periodi boundary onditions an be expeted, depending on the values of d and α.
Moreover, our results suggest that the large dierenes appear when the ratio α/d is suh that the system enters into
the lassial regime α/d ≤ 3/2 (σ < d/2), while for α/d > 3/2 both type of boundary onditions produe similar
9nite size eets, with a dereasing dierene as α/d inreases. This is also onsistent with Kretshmer and Binder
result [18℄ for d = 3, α = 3.
We have also shown that in the ferromagneti one dimensional model the nite size eets given by the FIPBC
beomes very large when α→ 1+. This suggests that the same problem ould be observed in the non-extensive regime
0 ≤ α ≤ 1, where the FIPBC are the most diret form of implementing periodi boundary onditions. Moreover, in
this regime when α < d the implementation of the IPBC is more involved beause the innite sums of the type (5)
do not onverge. Sine in the α = 0 ase we lost the boundary ompletely (this orresponds, with an appropriated
re-saling, to the Curie-Weiss model) we an expet that in the limit α → 0 the inuene of periodi boundary
onditions will be also negligible. Hene, we may expet the largest nite size eets when using FIPBC in the region
α/d ∼ 1.
Finally, as a by-produt of this work, we introdued a simple method for implementing the IPBC in one dimensional
models for arbitrary values of α > 1.
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